
Critical Thinking... involves using criteria to evaluate an 
existing work and judge to it; to develop a question or assess 
a problem; to draw reasoned conclusions; and to guide or 
develop ideas in order to ind solutions to problems.

Characteristics & skills of an effective critical thinker: Gather 
relevant evidence & evaluate credibility
Develop criteria and make judgements
Demonstrate open-mindedness
View things from multiple perspectives

Thinking
Creative Thinking...involves 
generating and developing ideas 
that have novelty (new or 
reimagined) and value (purpose).

Characteristics & skills of a good creative thinker: 
Sustain Curiosity
Persevere through challenges
Take risks and embrace failure
Engage in personal interests

1. An example I feel shows my growth and success with my thinking skills is... Parent Initials:

The reason I chose this example/the way this demonstrates my growth is... Parent Comments:

2. An example I feel shows my growth and success with my thinking skills is... Parent Initials:

The reason I chose this example/the way this demonstrates my growth is... Parent Comments:

3. An example I feel shows my growth and success with my thinking skills is... Parent Initials:

                                                        The reason I chose this example/the way this 
demonstrates my growth is...

Parent Comments:- Can you think of a time you developed 
an idea from scratch?
- Have you ever had to justify your ideas 
or evaluate ideas in light of criteria?
- Is there a time when being open-mind-
ed or seeing things from another’s point 
of view has enhanced your learning?

Share up to 3 examples of growth in "Thinking" :
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